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Abstrat
The identiation of primary photons or speifying stringent limits on the photon
ux is of major importane for understanding the origin of ultra-high energy (UHE)
osmi rays. We present a new Monte Carlo program allowing detailed studies of
onversion and asading of UHE photons in the geomagneti eld. The program
named PRESHOWER an be used both as an independent tool or together with
a shower simulation ode. With the stand-alone version of the ode it is possible
to investigate various properties of the partile asade indued by UHE photons
interating in the Earth's magneti eld before entering the Earth's atmosphere.
Combining this program with an extensive air shower simulation ode suh as COR-
SIKA oers the possibility of investigating signatures of photon-initiated showers.
In partiular, features an be studied that help to disern suh showers from the
ones indued by hadrons. As an illustration, alulations for the onditions of the
southern part of the Pierre Auger Observatory are presented.
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1 Program Summary
CPC Program Library Index: 1.1 Cosmi Rays
Title of program: PRESHOWER 1.0
Catalog number:
Program obtainable: from P. Homola, e-mail: Pi-
otr.Homolaifj.edu.pl
Computer on whih the program has
been thoroughly tested:
Intel-Pentium based PC
Operating system: Linux, DEC-Unix
Programming languages used: C, FORTRAN 77
Memory required to exeute: < 100 kB
No. of bits in a word: 32
Has the ode been vetorized? no
Number of lines in distributed pro-
gram:
1900
Other proedures used in
PRESHOWER:
IGRF [1℄, bessik, ran2 [2℄
Nature of physial problem: simulation of a asade of partiles ini-
tiated by UHE photon passing through
the geomagneti eld above the Earth's
atmosphere.
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Method of solution: The primary photon is traked until
its onversion into e+e− pair or un-
til it reahes the upper atmosphere.
If onversion oured eah individual
partile in the resultant preshower is
heked for either bremsstrahlung radi-
ation (eletrons) or seondary gamma
onversion (photons). The proedure
ends at the top of atmosphere and the
shower partile data are saved.
Restritions on the omplexity of the
problem:
gamma onversion into partiles other
than eletron pair hasn't been taken
into aount
Typial running time: 100 preshower events with primary en-
ergy 1020 eV require a 800 MHz CPU
time of about 50 min., with 1021 eV the
simulation time for 100 events grows up
to 500 min.
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2 Introdution
The existene of ultra-high energy osmi rays (UHECR) beyond the Greisen-
Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) uto energy [3℄ is one of the main puzzles in to-
day's astrophysis. The omposition of UHECR, if known, ould provide a
stringent test of models of partile aeleration and propagation towards the
Earth. Most theoretial eorts are made towards explaining the aeleration
of protons to ultra-high energies. This is beause protons seem to be the
most promising andidates for the UHECR partiles. There are, however, also
so-alled exoti models whih postulate deays of supermassive X-partiles.
A ommon predition of these models is that there should be a signiant
photon ux in the ultra-high energy region. Aurate identiation of photon
primaries, measurement of the ultra-high energy photon ux, or speifying the
upper limit for it, will provide an exellent test for the models of osmi-ray
origin.
Ultra-high energy photons in the presene of the geomagneti eld an onvert
into an eletron-positron pair before they enter the atmosphere. Synhrotron
radiation of this pair gives rise to a asade of photons. Some of them an
have energies suient for the next onversion. The asade at the top of the
atmosphere thus onsists mainly of photons and two or more eletrons. We
will all this asade a preshower sine it originates and develops above the
upper atmosphere, i.e. before the ordinary shower development in the air.
Partiles of a preshower indue subshowers after entering the atmosphere. A
superposition of these subshowers will be seen by detetors as one extensive
air shower, whose prole is expeted to dier from the prole of a shower
indued by a single unonverted photon.
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Forthoming experiments with large olleting apertures (Pierre Auger Ob-
servatory [4℄, EUSO [5℄), that are designed to detet osmi rays of ultra-high
energies, give a good opportunity to test these models. A photon-indued
shower might have observable features that allow to distinguish it from show-
ers initiated by hadrons.
In this paper we desribe the PRESHOWER program that allows extensive
studies of properties of photon-indued showers. The program performs a sim-
ulation of the propagation of photons before they enter the Earth's atmosphere
and an be used both as an independent analysis tool as well as a part of an
air shower simulation pakage (e.g. CORSIKA [6℄).
With the PRESHOWER program working in stand-alone mode we performed,
as an illustration, an analysis of basi properties of preshowers for the magneti
onditions of Malargüe in Argentina  the site of the Southern Pierre Auger
Observatory [4℄. The results of these studies, whih are presented in Se. 5,
are in general agreement with other analyses [7,8,9,10,11,12,13℄.
By linking our program to an air shower simulation ode one is able to
study showers initiated by various primaries. We heked this by ombining
our PRESHOWER ode with the CORSIKA air shower simulation pakage
whih simulates air showers initiated by the preshower partiles. We simu-
lated photon-indued showers of dierent energies and dierent diretions at
the Southern Pierre Auger Observatory. Although the interation in the ge-
omagneti eld hanges signiantly the shower properties so that primary
photon events look more similar to hadroni showers, a disrimination be-
tween primary photons and hadrons still seems possible.
The plan of the paper is the following: The relevant eets and the formulas
applied in the simulation are summarized in Setion 3. The struture of the
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program is disussed in Setion 4. As an illustration, in Setion 5 results
obtained with the ode for the ase of the Auger Observatory are disussed.
The paper is onluded in Setion 6.
3 Preshower physis
At energies above 10 EeV, in the presene of the geomagneti eld, a photon
an onvert into an e+e− pair before entering the atmosphere. The resultant
eletrons will subsequently lose their energy by magneti bremsstrahlung. The
emitted photons an onvert again if their energy is high enough. In this way,
instead of one high energy photon at the top of atmosphere, a number of less
energeti partiles, mainly photons and a few eletrons, will emerge onsti-
tuting a preshower. A superposition of subshowers indued by these partiles
should be seen by detetors as one extensive air shower whih reahes its max-
imum earlier than a shower indued by a single photon of the same primary
energy. This is also due to the Landau-Pomeranhuk-Migdal (LPM) eet [14℄
whih is stronger for photons of higher energies. Both photon onversion and
magneti bremsstrahlung are strongly dependent on the transverse omponent
of the geomagneti eld. In the following, we onentrate on these eets, give
the main formulas and disuss their appliation.
3.1 Geomagneti eld model
Sine the geomagneti eld is responsible both for gamma onversion and
for bremsstrahlung of eletrons, it is very important to model it with ade-
quate auray. We use the International Geomagneti Referene Field model
(IGRF) [15℄ for n = 10, n being the highest order of spherial harmonis in the
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salar potential. To alulate the eld aording to the IGRF model we use the
numerial proedures written by Tsyganenko [1℄. When hoosing n = 1, the
output of these proedures is equivalent to a dipole model with |M| = 8 · 1025
G·m3 and with poles at 79.3◦N, 71.5◦W and 79.3◦S, 108.5◦E [15℄.
3.2 Magneti pair prodution: γ → e+e−
The number of pairs reated by a high-energy photon in the presene of a
magneti eld per path length dr an be expressed in terms of the attenuation
oeient α(χ) [16℄:
npairs = nphotons{1− exp[−α(χ)dr]} (1)
where
α(χ) = 0.5(αemmec/~)(B⊥/Bcr)T (χ) (2)
with αem being the ne struture onstant, χ ≡ 0.5(hν/mec2)(B⊥/Bcr), B⊥
is the magneti eld omponent transverse to the diretion of the photon's
motion, Bcr ≡ m2ec3/e~ = 4.414 × 1013 G and T (χ) is the magneti pair
prodution funtion. T (χ) an be well approximated by:
T (χ) ∼= 0.16χ−1K21/3( 2
3χ
), (3)
where K1/3 is the modied Bessel funtion of order 1/3. For small or large
arguments T (χ) an be approximated by
T (χ) ∼=


0.46 exp(− 4
3χ
), χ≪ 1;
0.60χ−1/3, χ≫ 1.
(4)
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Representative values of T (χ) are listed in Table 1.
We use Eq. (1) to alulate the probability of γ onversion over a small path
length dr:
pconv(r) = 1− exp[−α(χ(r))dr] ≃ α(χ(r))dr (5)
and the probability of γ onversion over a longer distane R:
Pconv(R) = 1− exp[−
R∫
0
α(χ(r))dr] (6)
3.3 Magneti bremsstrahlung
After photon onversion, the eletron-positron pair propagates. The energy
distribution in an e+e− pair is omputed aording to Ref. [17℄:
dα(ε, χ)
dε
≈ αemmecB⊥
~Bcr
31/2
9piχ
[2 + ε(1− ε)]
ε(1− ε) K2/3
[
1
3χε(1− ε)
]
, (7)
where ε denotes the frational energy of an eletron and the other symbols
were explained in the previous hapter. The probability of asymmetri energy
partition grows with the primary photon energy and with the magneti eld.
Beginning from χ > 10, the asymmetri energy partition is even more favored
than the symmetri one.
Eletrons traveling at relativisti speeds in the presene of a magneti eld
emit bremsstrahlung radiation (synhrotron radiation). For eletron energies
E ≫ mec2 and for B⊥ ≪ Bcr, the spetral distribution of radiated energy is
given in Ref. [18℄:
f(y) =
9
√
3
8pi
y
(1 + ξy)3


∞∫
y
K5/3(z)dz +
(ξy)2
1 + ξy
K2/3(y)

 (8)
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where ξ = (3/2)(B⊥/Bcr)(E/mec
2), E and me are eletron initial energy and
rest mass respetively, K5/3 and K2/3 are modied Bessel funtions, and y is
related to the emitted photon energy hν by
y(hν) =
hν
ξ(E − hν) ;
dy
d(hν)
=
E
ξ(E − hν)2 (9)
The total energy emitted per unit distane is (in CGS units)
W =
2
3
r20B
2
⊥
(
E
mec2
)2 ∞∫
0
f(y)dy (10)
with r0 being the lassial eletron radius. For our purposes we use the spetral
distribution of radiated energy dened as
I(B⊥, E, hν) ≡ hνdN
d(hν)dx
, (11)
where dN is the number of photons with energy between hν and hν + d(hν)
emitted over a distane dx. From Eqs. (8), (9), (10), and (11) we get 1
I(B⊥, E, hν) =
2
3
r20B
2
⊥
(
E
mec2
)2
f(hν)
E
ξ(E − hν)2 . (12)
Provided dx is small enough, dN an be interpreted as a probability of emitting
a photon of energy between hν and hν + d(hν) by an eletron of energy E
over a distane dx. In our simulations we use a small step size of dx = 1 km.
The total probability of emitting a photon in step dx an then be written as
Pbrem(B⊥, E, hν, dx) =
∫
dN = dx
E∫
0
I(B⊥, E, hν)
d(hν)
hν
. (13)
1
Expression (12), valid for all values of hν, is equivalent to Eq. (2.5a) in Ref. [16℄.
A simplied form of distribution (12) is given by Eq. (2.10) in Ref. [16℄, however it
an be used only for hν ≪ E.
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The shape of the bremsstrahlung spetrum for two dierent energies is shown
in Fig. 1. The three urves in eah plot orrespond to dierent values of the
transverse magneti eld: 0.3 G, 0.1 G and 0.03 G from the uppermost to the
lowest urve respetively. The energy of the emitted photon is simulated a-
ording to the probability density distribution dN/d(hν) obtained from Eq. 13.
3.4 Related physis topis
In this setion we shortly disuss the importane of other physis eets on-
neted to our main subjet. These are:
• The geomagneti eld deets the eletrons from the initial preshower di-
retion. To evaluate this deetion we use the equation
mrelv
2
R
= evB⊥ ; mrel =
E
c2
(14)
where v is the speed of eletron and e is the elementary harge, to nd the
radius of urvature R. If R is muh larger than the eletron path length L
and assuming onstant values of B⊥, E and v ≈ c, the linear displaement
from the preshower ore in the plane perpendiular to the initial diretion
is well approximated by:
∆x ∼= L
2
2R
=
ecB⊥L
2
E
(15)
For typial values like B⊥ = 0.1 G, L = 1000 km (see Setion 5) and
relatively small energy of E = 1018 eV, we get R ≈ 1011 km whih gives
∆x ∼= 0.5 m. Assuming a larger value for L, one should keep in mind that
at higher altitudes B is lower and E is higher. Allowing for other possible
ombinations of B⊥, E and L one omes to a very safe onlusion that in
any ase ∆x < 1 m.
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• The initial angular spread of partiles in both pair prodution and brems-
strahlung an be approximated by ∆θ ≃ me/E [19℄. Even for energies as
low as 1018 eV one has ∆θ ≈ 10−12 whih even for extremely long paths like
for instane 10000 km results in negligible linear deviations at the top of
the atmosphere of ∆x ≈ 10−3cm.
• A γ-ray traveling through the viinity of the Sun an asade in the mag-
netosphere of the Sun where the eld is muh stronger than near the Earth.
The partiles originated in onversion near the Sun an be signiantly de-
eted from their initial diretion by the solar magneti eld. The asade
of suh partiles after reahing the Earth's atmosphere will indue an air
shower of large lateral extent whih might be well distinguishable from pro-
ton or iron showers. However, the predited rate of suh events for primary
energies of order 1019 eV is very low: about 1 event per 10 years for the Pierre
Auger Observatory [20℄. In our simulations we do not onsider asading in
the Sun's magnetosphere.
• The magneti eld embedded in the solar wind is of order 10−5 G [21℄ and it
inuenes the Earth's magnetosphere at altitudes of order 8-10R⊕. Even for
a primary energy as high as 1021 eV gamma onversion takes plae within
2R⊕ above the sea level (see Setion 5) where the Earth magneti eld is
not less than 10−2 G. Thus, the solar wind an be negleted in our studies.
• The preshower eletrons traveling at speeds v < c are delayed with respet
to the photons. This delay however is very small and an be negleted. For
an extreme ase of a 1018 eV eletron traveling a path of 20000 km, the
delay is of order 10−26 s. The delay of the partiles not parallel to the main
diretion is also negligible (see the above disussion on the lateral spread of
a preshower).
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4 Struture of the program
The following subsetions refer to the stand-alone mode of the PRESHOWER
program. The PRESHOWER-CORSIKA mode requires only the main proe-
dure generating events, preshw, whih is desribed in subsetion 4.3. All the
input data in the PRESHOWER-CORSIKA mode are provided via the main
CORSIKA input le, the standard output is printed within the CORSIKA
output, and the multirun.dat le is not returned, sine there is only one run
per one primary trajetory allowed in CORSIKA. There is also a dierent ran-
dom number generator used in the PRESHOWER-CORSIKA mode than in
the stand-alone one. For more information on the PRESHOWER-CORSIKA
mode the user an refer to the latest CORSIKA manual [22℄ or ontat the
orresponding author.
4.1 The soure ode and other les in the PRESHOWER paket
The PRESHOWER ode onsists of the following les:
preshw. ontains the main proedure generating preshowers, preshw, and
the other proedures in C that are alled by preshw.
prog. is used only in the stand-alone mode. It reads the input le INPUT
and alls the preshower proedure preshw.
igrf.f is an external proedure for alulation of the geomagneti eld a-
ording to the IGRF model (author: N.A.Tsyganenko [1℄), it is alled by
preshw.
rmmard.f is a dummy Fortran routine used only in the stand-alone version
for the proper linking of the program. In the PRESHOWER-CORSIKA
mode the atual rmmard is responsible for random number generation.
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For the user's onveniene there are some more les inluded in the PRESHOWER
paket:
Makele ompilation and linking ommands under linux.
README.txt short information on the ontent of the PRESHOWER paket
and on the installation proess.
INPUT typial input data read by the program working in the stand-alone
mode. In the PRESHOWER-CORSIKA mode all the input data required
by preshw are read diretly from the main CORSIKA input le.
part_out.dat the example of a detailed output le ontaining information
on the preshower partile data being the result of running the program with
the input INPUT.
multirun.dat the example of an output le summarizing the program run
with the input INPUT; this le is produed only in the stand-alone mode.
out.txt the standard output produed by the program in the stand-alone
mode with the use of the input data from INPUT.
4.2 Input and output data
The input data are read by the main program from the le INPUT and then
passed to the preshw proedure. These data are
(1) the primary photon energy, [GeV℄
(2) the zenith angle of the shower trajetory in the loal referene frame (see
Se. 5), [deg℄
(3) the azimuth angle of the shower trajetory in the loal frame, [deg℄
(4) the top of the atmosphere  e.g. the value obtained from CORSIKA, [km
a.s.l.℄
(5) geographial position of the observatory: longitude [deg℄
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(6) geographial position of the observatory: latitude [deg℄
(7) the year of observation (needed for alulation of the eld)
(8) number of runs
An exemplary set of the input data an be found in the le INPUT.
There are two output les produed by the PRESHOWER program: part_out.dat
and multirun.dat. Both les begin with a header ontaining all the ruial
run information, then omes the desription of olumns and then the data. The
data in part_out.dat are presented in two olumns: partile id (1 - photons,
2 - positrons, 3 - eletrons) and partile energy at the top of the atmosphere
(in eV). The olumns in multirun.dat are explained as follows:
(1) the run number
(2) altitude of the rst photon onversion in km a.s.l.
(3) total number of partiles at the top of the atmosphere
(4) number of photons
(5) number of eletrons
(6) maximum eletron energy
(7) maximum photon energy
(8) fration of energy arried by eletrons
(9) total energy arried by preshower partiles = primary photon energy
(10) total energy arried by eletrons
(11) total energy arried by photons
The information printed as standard output begins with the same header as
the output les and is followed by the spei information on eah run (all
energies given in eV): the run number, the altitude of eah onversion together
with the energy partition information, preshower summary at the top of the
atmosphere: total energy arried by photons (Etot_g), total energy arried by
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eletrons (Etot_e), maximum photon energy (Eg_max), maximum eletron
energy (Ee_max), number of partiles (n_part), number of photons (n_phot),
number of positrons (n_e+) and number of eletrons (n_e-). The example of
a standard output is the le out.txt inluded in the PRESHOWER paket.
4.3 Generation of events
After reading the input parameters (see Se.4.2) the event generation proe-
dure preshw is alled, within whih all the alulations are performed. In the
initial stage all the neessary parameter transformations are applied and the
preshower trajetory vetor is omputed. The propagation path length is set
to be 5R⊕ long, whih e.g. for vertial showers means the simulation starting
altitude of 5R⊕ above sea level. All the data onerning the partiles in the
preshower are stored in the array part_out whih at the beginning has only
one entry: the primary photon. In steps of 10 km the transverse magneti eld
is omputed by the proedure B_transverse, then the probability of onver-
sion is found using Eq. (5). The step size has been heked to be suiently
small. If the onversion takes plae, the partile array is updated by replaing
the photon with an e+ and adding an e− at the array end. The energy partition
fration is found by the funtion ppfra. To assure aurate bremsstrahlung
simulation, beginning from the rst gamma onversion the step of 1 km is
used for all partile types. In every step, for eah photon in the array, we
hek again for the onversion eet. In ase of eletrons the bremsstrahlung
radiation is simulated using funtion brem. The probability of emitting a pho-
ton is alulated from Eq. (13) with the integration starting from hν = 1012
eV and logarithmi steps of 0.01. Bremsstrahlung photons of energies lower
than 1012 eV have a very small inuene on the air shower evolution (see also
Setion 5) and hene they are negleted.
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One a bremsstrahlung photon is emitted, its energy is determined by the
probability distribution dN/d(hν) obtained again from Eq. (13), and the en-
ergy of the radiating eletron is diminished orrespondingly. Simulations are
nished when the (adjustable) altitude of the top of the atmosphere is reahed
and all preshower partile parameters are written out (in the stand-alone
mode) or passed to CORSIKA.
4.4 Compilation, linking and running the program
In order to ompile, link and run PRESHOWER under Linux one should rst
reate a le nr_fun. in the PRESHOWER home diretory and plae the
header:
#inlude <stdio.h>
#inlude <math.h>
at the beginning of this le. Then, below the header, the soure ode of the
Numerial Reipes [2℄ proedures ran2 and bessik (together with the proe-
dures alled by bessik: beshb, hebev and nrerror) should be pasted. To
ompile and link the program one just types make in the PRESHOWER
home diretory. For Unix ompilation and linking one needs to replae the
proper ommands in Makele. One the data in the INPUT le are appropri-
ate, the program an be started by typing ./preshower. The ompilation and
linking proess an be veried by running the program with the exemplary
INPUT le inluded in the paket. If the program runs orretly, it should re-
turn the same output les as those inluded in the paket (part_out.dat,
multirun.dat) and the standard output as in out.txt.
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5 Illustration of preshower simulations
The results presented in the following are obtained for the magneti onditions
of the Southern Auger Observatory in Malargüe, Argentina (35.2
◦
S, 69.2
◦
W).
Other geographial positions ould easily be adopted. The shower trajeto-
ries are given in the loal frame where the azimuth inreases in the ounter-
lokwise diretion and φ = 0◦ means a shower oming from the geographial
North.
To visualize how the transverse magneti eld (B⊥) an hange along the
shower trajetory, we have hosen some representative diretions along whih
a partile enounters B⊥ of signiantly dierent strengths: strong, medium
and weak. The strong eld diretion is the one along whih B⊥ is maximal
ompared to other diretions with zenith angles θ ≤ 60◦ and is dened by
the angles θ = 60◦ and φ = 177◦. Similarly, the weak B⊥ trajetory (weak
eld diretion) was hosen to resemble the loal eld diretion at Malargüe
of θ = 50◦, φ = 357◦ [15℄. The medium eld diretion is a vertial trajetory
(θ = 0◦). In the following we will refer to these diretions.
5.1 Geomagneti asading
In Fig. 2 we show how B⊥ hanges with altitude for the strong, medium and
weak eld diretions. The trajetories end at the hosen top of the atmosphere.
In addition to the altitude dependene of B⊥, large diretional dierenes are
visible. Of ourse we expet the strong eld diretion to oinide with the
diretion of a stronger preshower eet.
In Fig. 3, the altitudes of rst photon onversion are shown for dierent ener-
gies in the strong eld diretion. The perentage values shown for eah urve
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denote the total onversion probability up to the top of atmosphere, whih
is adjusted here to the starting altitude of CORSIKA at 112 km. It an be
seen that for the magneti eld above Malargüe, the pair prodution eet
beomes important for energies above 5× 1019 eV. For all energies of interest,
even in ase of photons at 1021 eV, the onversion altitude is not higher than
13000 km, i.e. about 2R⊕ a.s.l. Thus, the range of interest of the magneti
eld strength for the ase of Malargüe is 0.3 G ÷ 0.01 G (see Fig. 2).
The distribution plotted in Fig. 3 is onsistent with the results of Ref. [9℄.
The integrated onversion probability omputed with Eq. (6) for dierent
γ energies and for the two trajetories of strong and weak eld diretions is
plotted in Fig. 4. For photons of energies between 5×1019 eV and 5×1020 eV a
hange in the arrival diretion, i.e. a hange in the magneti eld omponent
perpendiular to the photon trajetory, may imply a dramati inrease or
derease of the onversion probability. Thus, for these energies we expet a
strong diretional dependene of the preshower eet whih might serve as
harateristi ngerprint of photons as primary osmi rays.
The diretional dependene of the gamma onversion probability is shown in
more detail in Fig. 5 for dierent arrival diretions and primary energies. The
onversion eet starts to be important for diretions towards the magneti
South pole at photon energies around 50 EeV. For energies of about 150 EeV
the onversion is very probable for almost every diretion. The photons om-
ing from azimuthal angles around 150
◦
at large zenith angles onvert more
likely than the others. To explain this, one notes that for a given altitude the
magneti eld is strongest around the geomagneti axis and of ourse the eld
beomes stronger with dereasing altitude. Sine the photons oming from the
geomagneti South, whih orresponds to the azimuth about 150
◦
in ase of
Malargüe, ross the very viinity of the geomagneti axis, they must enounter
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the stronger magneti eld than the others and hene their onversion prob-
ability is higher. The larger zenith angle for these photons means that the
strong eld region is rossed at the lower altitudes where the eld is stronger
and the onversion proess is more eetive. The plots in Fig. 5 are onsistent
with the values given in Ref. [13℄.
All the preshowers disussed here are presented in their nal stage of develop-
ment at the top of the atmosphere whih in our simulations is assumed to be
112 km a.s.l.  where in the CORSIKA ode shower simulations are started.
In Fig. 6 mean energy spetra are plotted for 1000 preshowers initiated by
photons of energy 1020 eV arriving at the top of atmosphere from the strong
eld diretion for Malargüe. In the top row we show the distribution of photons
(left) and the distribution of photons weighted by their energies (right). We
start the simulations of the bremsstrahlung radiation for the energy threshold
of 1012 eV so the photons of lower energies are absent in the distribution. In
this way we take into aount the majority of the photons even if those of
energies lower than 1016 eV may have little impat on the longitudinal prole
of the resultant air shower. The total energy fration arried by suh photons
is very low (see the top right plot in Fig. 6) and the indued subshowers fade
very quikly. In the simulation run presented in Fig. 6, only 78 out of 1000
primary photons did not onvert into e+e−, these are seen in the top right
plot as the narrow peak at E = 1020 eV.
The distributions of the eletrons in the same sample of 1000 preshowers
are shown in the bottom row of Fig. 6. Again, the spetrum of partiles is
plotted to the left and the spetrum weighted by energy to the right. Only in
three ases out of 1000 a bremsstrahlung photon onverted into e+e− so the
total number of eletrons is 1850 and not 1844. When the onversion happens
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at a lower altitude, the eletrons radiate less bremsstrahlung before entering
the atmosphere. These ases are seen in the spetrum as a tail towards high
energies.
Some harateristis of the preshowers shown in Figure 6 are summarized in
Table 2 together with some other exemplary preshower ases. The onversion
probabilities are onsistent with those in Figure 5. For higher initial energies
gamma onversion takes plae at higher altitudes (see Fig. 3) and the resultant
eletrons radiate more bremsstrahlung photons so the number of partiles is
larger. Additionally for energies as high as 1021 eV there is more than one
gamma onversion per eah preshower whih also enlarges Npart. Comparing
strong B⊥ and weak B⊥ diretions for a given energy, the large diretional
dependene of preshower evolution an be noted. In ase of E0 = 10
20
eV from
the weak B⊥ diretion we expet unonverted photons initiating asades with
a large depth of shower maximum Xmax due to the LPM eet. The strong
B⊥ fores the initial energy to be split into about 500 partiles of whih the
highest energy partile typially is a photon with the energy about 5 times
lower than the initial one. This means that the longitudinal prole of the
resultant air shower will have the maximum higher in the atmosphere, whih
will make it more similar to a proton-like prole. The energy splitting in this
ase will ompete with the LPM eet. This splitting eet for E0 = 10
21
eV
for the strong B⊥ diretion is even more dramati: the highest energy partile
in the preshower is more than 16 times less energeti than the primary photon.
The maximum γ energy in the preshower for the weak eld diretion is higher
than for the strong eld sine the onversion probability is lower in a weaker
eld (see Fig. 4). Detailed distributions of <Npart>, <Ne+e−>, <max Eγ>
and <max Ee> for E0 = 10
21
eV and the strong B⊥ are shown in the top left,
top right, bottom left and bottom right plots of Figure 7, respetively.
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As mentioned above, the number of partiles in the preshower is onneted
to the altitude of the rst gamma onversion. This orrelation is presented
in Figure 8. The higher altitude of onversion gives more partiles at the top
of the atmosphere beause the eletron-positron pair radiates bremsstrahlung
over a longer path. The inrease in partile number is slightly larger at low
altitudes beause of the stronger magneti eld.
For the same reasons the total energy fration arried by the eletrons should
be smaller for higher onversion altitudes. This dependene is shown in Fig-
ure 9. One notes that for high altitudes of the rst onversion only about 1%
of the initial energy of 1020 eV remains in the eletrons at the top of the atmo-
sphere, while all the rest is radiated into photons. With dereasing altitudes
the energy radiated into photons dereases. The three points in exess of the
general trend in Figure 9 are the ases where the primary photon onverted
at high altitude and one of the resulting bremsstrahlung photons onverted
lose to the top of the atmosphere - at 228, 442 and 133 km a.s.l respetively
for the points from right to left. The threshold for γ onversion in this ase is
about 5 · 1019 eV, so at least one member of e+e− pair had an initial energy
greater than 1019 eV, and sine its birth altitude was relatively low, there was
little time for radiation.
5.2 Atmospheri asading: PRESHOWER and CORSIKA
The results presented above give a general idea about the harateristis of
preshowers initiated by UHE photons before entering the atmosphere. The
next step is to simulate air showers indued by dierent preshowers or un-
onverted photons and ompare the results with the proton-indued showers
in order to investigate the signatures of UHE photons that will be measur-
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able by the Pierre Auger Observatory. For this purpose we onneted the
PRESHOWER program to CORSIKA, a ommonly used air shower simula-
tion ode.
The onnetion between the two odes is organized as follows. First, the dis-
tribution of the preshower partiles at the top of the atmosphere is simulated
with the original preshower ode, then the output is passed to CORSIKA and
nally the resulting air shower is simulated as a superposition of the subshow-
ers initiated by the preshower partiles.
Eletromagneti interations are simulated in CORSIKA using an adapted
version [23℄ of the EGS4 ode [24℄, whih inludes the Landau-Pomeranhuk-
Migdal eet [14℄. To redue the omputational eort in CPU time, the teh-
nique of partile thinning [25℄, inluding weight limitation [26,27℄, is applied.
More speially, a thinning level of 10−5 has been hosen, and partile weights
are limited to 10−5E0/GeV, with E0 being the primary energy. This keeps
artiial utuations introdued by the ontribution of individual partiles
suiently small for the analysis of shower maximum depths [28℄.
In Table 7 we ompare Xmax and RMS of Xmax for gamma indued showers of
dierent primary energies and arrival diretions. The Xmax of proton-indued
showers using the high-energy hadroni interation model QGSJET 01 [29℄
is 820 (870) g/m
2
for 1020 (1021) eV, and using the SIBYLL 2.1 model
[30℄ 855 (915) g/m
2
. The RMS in all ases is about 50−60 g/m2. Both
for E0 = 10
19.5
eV in strong B⊥ diretion and for E0 = 10
20
eV in weak
B⊥ diretion, almost every photon remains unonverted when entering the
atmosphere, resulting in deep 〈Xmax〉 and large utuations due to the LPM
eet. A omparison to the longitudinal prole of hadroni primaries shows
that unonverted primary photons might be well distinguishable from primary
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protons or nulei even on event-by-event basis.
Almost all the photons at 1020 eV arriving from the strong eld diretion
onvert into e+e− pairs. As the most energeti bremsstrahlung photons have
energies several times lower than the primary photon energy, the subshowers
develop faster. On average, the showers reah their maxima earlier than the
one indued by an unonverted photon, but still not as early as hadroni
showers. For larger statistis of 10
20
eV events and if a substantial fration
of UHE osmi rays are photons, one expets to see, as desribed above, the
diretional anisotropy in 〈Xmax〉 and RMS(Xmax) and on this basis one may
draw onlusions on the primary omposition. The absene of this dependene
would allow us to set upper limits on the photon ux.
At the primary energy of 1021 eV all photons onvert, whatever the arrival
diretion. We still see the diretional dependene of 〈Xmax〉 but it is not as
pronouned as previously. The utuations of Xmax in this ase are signi-
antly lower (by about a fator 4) than for 1020 eV primaries. Table 7 shows
that at 1021 eV it is more diult to distinguish a photon primary on the basis
of the Xmax value from a proton one on an event-by-event basis. It is interest-
ing, however, to note the diretional dependene of the elongation rate. From
Table 7 we see that at Malargüe, for the strong B⊥ diretion, the elongation
rate of photon-indued showers between 1020 eV and 1021 eV is muh less than
for proton or iron showers. For the weak B⊥ we even have a negative elongation
rate. This is beause the preshowering eet for photons at 1021 eV splits the
initial energy into energies less than 1020 eV and at this energy level, for the
weak B⊥ diretion, almost all the primary photons remain unonverted and
they indue air showers with deeper Xmax. Low or negative elongation rates
ould be an additional good signature of photon showers.
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More detailed simulations of the signatures mentioned above will allow us to
quantify the expeted sensitivity of the Auger experiment to a photon fration
in UHE osmi ray ux. Also other observables will be studied, espeially the
muon ontent and the features of the lateral distribution measured by the
surfae detetor, sine for the surfae measurements the event sample will be
about 10 times more numerous than for the uoresene detetor.
6 Summary
We presented a method for studying the signatures of UHECR gamma show-
ers and the pratial implementation of this method in the PRESHOWER
program. This program was tested extensively both in stand-alone mode and
as a part of CORSIKA and was heked for onsisteny with results quoted
in other publiations. The preshower option will be aessible in the future
release of CORSIKA.
With the ode working in stand-alone mode, we studied the preshower har-
ateristis for dierent primary energies and arrival diretions. The strong
diretional and energy dependene of the preshower eet requires a onise
treatment in the simulations. Anisotropies in the preshower asade translate
into anisotropies of air shower observables suh as 〈Xmax〉 and RMS(Xmax).
First results obtained with PRESHOWER ombined with the CORSIKA air
shower simulation ode for the onditions of the Auger Observatory onrm
the expetation that photon showers an be distinguished from hadron ones.
Further analyses inluding other observables suh as the muon shower ontent
are in progress.
The new experiments with large olleting apertures give promising prospets
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for aquisition of a substantial amount of extensive air shower data in the
UHE range of osmi-ray spetrum. An important step towards explaining
the origin of UHE osmi rays will be the observation of primary UHE pho-
tons or speifying stringent upper limits for the photon ux. This requires a
detailed understanding of the UHE photon shower harateristis. The pre-
sented PRESHOWER ode an serve as tool for suh simulations.
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A Compilation of proedures/funtions
preshw(*id, *E_gamma, *the_lo, *phi_lo, *toa, *glong, *glat,
igrf_year, *iiprint, *orsika, *nruns, part_out[10000℄[7℄,
r_zero, *r_fpp, *N_part_out):
This is the main proedure of PRESHOWER whih simulates the prop-
agation of an UHE photon before its entering the Earth's atmosphere. It
takes into aount the eet of γ onversion into e+/− pair and subsequent
bremsstrahlung radiation of the eletrons in the geomagneti eld. As a re-
sult a bunh (a preshower) of partiles is obtained, mainly photons and a
few eletrons, instead of the primary photon. The information about all the
partiles in the preshower is saved (in the stand-alone mode) or returned
to CORSIKA (PRESHOWER-CORSIKA mode). The output parameters
r_zero, r_fpp and N_part_out are required by CORSIKA only  they are
not used by the stand-alone version.
INPUT:
(1) *id: primary partile type: always id=1 (a photon)
(2) E_gamma: primary energy [GeV℄
(3) *the_lo, *phi_lo: zenith and azimuth angles (in radians) of the
shower trajetory given in the loal oordinate system
(4) *toa: the top of the atmosphere [m℄
(5) *glong: longitude position of experiment [deg℄ (Greenwih glong = 0◦,
eastward is positive)
(6) *glat: latitude position of experiment [deg℄ (North Pole: glat=90◦,
South Pole: glat=−90◦)
(7) *igrf_year: the year in whih the magneti eld is to be omputed 
this parameter is an input for the igrf proedure
(8) *iiprint: print ag (adjustable only in PRESHOWER-CORSIKA, in
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the stand-alone version iiprint=1)
= 0: suppress printing from preshw;
= 1: enable printing from preshw
(9) *orsika: mode ag
= 1: PRESHOWER-CORSIKA:  random generator from CORSIKA
is used (rndm);
= 0: stand-alone version: random generator from Numerial Reipes
(ran2) is used
(10) *nruns: number of runs
OUTPUT:
(1) part_out[10000℄[7℄: the array to store the preshower partile data,
maximum number of partiles: 10000
part_out[n℄[0℄: partile type: 1  photon, 2  e+, 3  e−
part_out[n℄[1℄: partile energy [GeV℄
part_out[n℄[2-6℄: not used
(2) *r_zero: height above sea level of the simulation starting point given
in [km℄ above sea level
(3) *r_fpp: height of the rst pair prodution (0 for surviving photons)
given in [km℄ above sea level
(4) *N_part_out: number of preshower partiles at the top of the atmo-
sphere (number of entries in part_out array)
bessik(x, xnu, *ri, *rk, *rip, *rkp):
for argument x omputes modied Bessel funtion rk of frational order
xnu; [2℄
getrand(seed, mode):
for a given seed seed returns a random number from interval (0,1) hoosing
an appropriate generator aording to the mode ag: ran2 for the stand-
alone mode (mode=0) and rmmard for the CORSIKA-PRESHOWER (mode=1)
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float kappa(x):
an auxiliary funtion used in the bremsstrahlung proedure brem
brem(B_tr, E_e, E_sg):
omputes bremsstrahlung radiation for the transverse magneti eld B_tr,
eletron energy E_e and bremsstrahlung photon energy E_sg
B_transverse(B, tn):
getting the geomagneti eld B omponent whih is perpendiular to the
preshower trajetory tn
ran2(seed):
the random number generator used only in the stand-alone mode; [2℄
ross(a, b, ):
returns ross produt  of vetors a and b
dot(a, b):
returns dot produt of vetors a and b
norm(a, n):
the input vetor a is normalized and returned as vetor n
normv(a):
returns the length of vetor a
glob2lo(glob, lo, theta, phi):
onverts global artesian oordinates glob to the loal ones (lo) for the
geographial position theta (olatitude) and phi (longitude)
sph2ar(sph, ar):
onverts spherial oordinates sph to the artesian ones ar.
ar2sph(ar, sph):
inverse to sph2ar
losphC2glob(losph, glob, theta, phi, sing, osgm, site):
onverts loal spherial oordinates losph (CORSIKA frame of referene)
to the global artesian oordinates glob, using geographial oordinates
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of the observatory (theta - olatitude, phi - longitude), global artesian
oordinates of the observatory (site) and sine and osine of the delination
angle (sing, osg)
ppp(efra, B_tr, E_g0):
this auxiliary funtion is used within ppfra
ppfra(s, mode, B_tr, E_g0):
determines the energy partition after gamma onversion, the omputations
are performed aording to Ref. [17℄; s - seed, mode - determines the type
of the random number generator, B_tr - transverse magneti eld, E_g0 -
primary photon energy
igrf_(year, n, r, theta, phi, Br, Btheta, Bphi):
external Fortran proedure written by Tsyganenko [1℄; omputes magneti
eld aording to the IGRF model; used within b_igrf; year - the year of
the experiment, n - the highest order of the spherial harmonis in the salar
potential, r, theta, phi - spherial oordinates of the point at whih the
eld is to be found, Br, Btheta, Bphi - spherial oordinates of the mag-
neti eld at given position
b_igrf(year, r, theta, phi, bar):
for a given year and position (r, theta, phi) omputes the magneti eld
bar in global artesian oordinates aording to the IGRF model
bsph2ar(olat, longit, bsph, bar):
onverts the magneti eld from spherial oordinates (bsph) into artesian
ones bar; used only in b_igrf
rndm():
alls CORSIKA random number generator, used only in the PRESHOWER-
CORSIKA mode
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Table 1
The magneti pair prodution funtion T (χ). The values below dier from the ones
given in Ref. [16℄. The omputation of the limiting ases of T (χ) (Eq. (4)) or heking
the K funtion values in mathematial tables proves that the numbers given here
are orret.
χ 0.2 0.4 1.0 5.0 10.0 30.0 100.0
T (χ) 5.9e-4 1.6e-2 9.9e-2 2.2e-1 2.1e-1 1.9e-1 1.3e-1
Table 2
Exemplary preshowers for Malargüe magneti onditions. For eah type of the
preshower determined by the initial photon energy E0 and the arrival diretion, in
olumns 3-7 respetively shown are: the fration of onverting primary photons and
the average values (± RMS) for the number of partiles, the number of eletrons, the
maximum photon energy and the maximum eletron energy. Only onverted ases
were taken for averaging.
E0
[EeV℄
diretion fration of
onverted
〈Npart〉 〈Ne+e−〉 〈maxEγ〉
[EeV℄
〈maxEe〉
[EeV℄
50 strong B⊥ 137/1000 263±189 2.0±0.0 6.8±3.2 4.9±6.5
100 strong B⊥ 922/1000 482±231 2.01±0.11 18±8 2.2±5.3
weak B⊥ 0/1000 1 0 100 0
1000 strong B⊥ 1000/1000 3330±649 9.7±2.3 65±16 4.7±7.1
weak B⊥ 1000/1000 544±143 2.7±1.0 167±66 7.2±8.3
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Table 3
Xmax and RMS values for gamma indued showers of two dierent primary energies
and arrival diretions. Here the strong B⊥ diretion is dened as θ = 53
◦
, φ = 177◦
and weak B⊥ as θ = 53
◦
, φ = 357◦.
E0 [eV℄ diretion fration of on-
verted
〈Xmax〉 [g/m2℄ 〈RMS(Xmax)〉
[g/m
2
℄
10
19.5
strong B⊥ 1/50 1065 90
10
20.0
weak B⊥ 1/100 1225 175
strong B⊥ 91/100 940 85
10
21.0
weak B⊥ 100/100 1040 40
strong B⊥ 100/100 965 20
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Fig. 1. Bremsstrahlung spetral distribution: E = 1020 eV (left) and E = 1021 eV
(right) for dierent transverse magneti eld strengths: B = 0.3 G, 0.1 G and 0.03
G for the uppermost, middle and lowest urves respetively.
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Fig. 2. B⊥ along dierent shower trajetories for the southern Auger Observatory.
Curves from top to bottom: strong, medium, and weak eld diretion (see text).
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Fig. 3. Altitudes of rst onversion along strong eld diretion at Malargüe plotted
for four dierent primary photon energies. The numbers attahed to the urves
indiate the total onversion probability (see text).
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Fig. 4. Integrated onversion probability vs initial γ energy for weak and strong eld
diretions.
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Fig. 5. Total probability of γ onversion for dierent arrival diretions and four
initial energies. Eah urve orresponds to a dierent zenith angle: θ = 80◦ for the
uppermost urve down to θ = 0◦ for the lowest one in steps of 10◦. Computations are
made for Malargüe magneti onditions and azimuth 0◦ means the shower arriving
from the geographi North.
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Fig. 6. Energy distribution of photons (top) and eletrons (bottom) in 1000 preshow-
ers initiated by 1020 eV photons arriving at Malargüe from the strong eld diretion,
ompare Table 2. Spetra weighted by energy are plotted to the right.
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Fig. 7. Distributions of Npart (top left), Ne+e− (top right), max Eγ (bottom left)
and max Ee (bottom right) for E0 = 10
21
eV and the strong B⊥ arrival diretion.
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Fig. 8. Number of partiles in the preshower for dierent altitudes of rst γ on-
version. Plotted are the preshowers initiated by 1020 eV photons arriving from the
strong B⊥ diretion.
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Fig. 9. Energy arried by the preshower eletrons at the top of atmosphere vs the
altitude of the rst γ onversion for a primary photon energy of 1020 eV in the
strong eld diretion. The three points in exess of the general trend are the ases
where the primary photon onverted at high altitude and one of the bremsstrahlung
photons onverted lose to the top of the atmosphere. For further omments see the
text.
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